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sequence-specific factors methodology

chromatin associated

transcription machinery
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immunoprecipitation

library construction

sequencing

mapping to genome reference (BWA or bowtie2)

identify tag locations

+ -

calculate median insert size (single end)

determine fragment midpoint (paired end)

estimate actual binding location per tag

+
-

calculate genomic density of shifted tags

calculate background-normalized binding density

call peaks (punctate marks) or regions (broad marks)

measure background density

+ tags
- tags

Shroder et al Mol Cell 2014



catalogue methodology

histone modifications

genomic distribution

functional association
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Kosi Gramatiko�, 2007

Barth and Imho�, Trends in Bio. Sci 2010

Zhou et al, NRG 2011
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functional regulatory elements are accessible methodology (digestion or transposase)

chromatin accessibility

formation of accessible chromatin

footprinting

Sung et al, Mol Cell 2014
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DNase I  or Tn5 release fragments of open chromatin

library construction and sequencing

mapping to genome reference (BWA or bowtie2)

call footprints within accessible chromatin

identify cleavage/insertion location
+ -

calculate density of cleavage/insertion events

call regions of accessibility

roadmapepigenomics.org

Old�eld et al, Mol Cell 2014

Pique-Regi et al Genome Research 2011



nucleosome positioning during transcription methodology (MNase digestion)

nucleosome position

determinants of positioning stability
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MNase I  digests linker DNA, releasing multisomes

library construction and sequencing

mapping to genome reference (BWA or bowtie2)

identify cleavage location
+ -

calculate nucleosomal density

call positioned nucleosomes

Jiang et al NRG 2009

purify mononucleosome-bound DNA

methodology (transposon insertion)

Tn5 integrates into accessible chromatin,
and releases multisomes

library construction and sequencing

mapping to genome reference (BWA or bowtie2)

identify cleavage location
+ -

calculate density of tags / number of insertion events

call positioned nucleosomes

identify reads that span at least one nucleosome

read length



catalogue of common base modifications (in mammals)

DNA modifications
BMI206 November 3, 2014

Mariani et al, Cancers 2013

methodology

convert DNA with bisulfite

library construction and sequencing

calculate % of tags methylated per genomic position

fragmentation

mapping

5mC repression of gene expression

daigenode.com

bisulfite conversion / protection

active transcription

promoter

5mC      5 methyl cytosine

C         unmodi�ed cytosine

repressed

promoter

Krueger et al Bioinformatics 2011
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sequence-specific factors

+ tags
- tags

DNA-associated factors
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sequence-specific factors

DNA-associated factors

Li et al Genome Biology, 2011
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sequence-specific factors

DNA-associated factors

Kaplan et al PLoS Genetics, 2011

modeled ChIP tag density

actual ChIP tag density
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chromatin-associated factors

DNA-associated factors

chromatin remodellers

Kato et al IBMS Bonekey, 2010
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transcription machinery

DNA-associated factors

Schroder et al Mol Cell 2012

e.g. RNA polymerase II

( and various post-
translational

modifications )
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histone modifications

DNA-associated factors

Kosi Gramatiko�, 2007

most commonly studied:

H3K4me3
H3K27ac

H3K27me3
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histone modifications

DNA-associated factors

wide range of binding patterns

H3K4me3 - transcription start sites
H3K27ac - active enhancers and TSS

H3K27me3 - domain around TSS
H3K36me3 - active gene bodies

Barth and Imho�, Trends in Bio. Sci 2010
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histone modifications

DNA-associated factors

wide range of functional associations

Zhou et al, NRG 2011
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footprinting

Sung et al, Mol Cell 2014
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+ -
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roadmapepigenomics.org
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functional regulatory elements are accessible

roadmapepigenomics.org
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formation of accessible chromatin

pioneering factors make important genes accessible during development

Old�eld et al, Mol Cell 2014
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footprinting

Pique-Regi et al Genome Research 2011
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footprinting

distinct for 
different factors

(effect seen in naked DNA for many factors)

not consistently
present for all factors

Sung et al, Mol Cell 2014
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methodology

DNase I digestion
(DNase-seq)

transposon integration
(ATAC-seq)

methodology (digestion or transposase)

DNase I  or Tn5 release short fragments of open chromatin

library construction and sequencing

mapping to genome reference (BWA or bowtie2)

call footprints within accessible chromatin

identify cleavage/insertion location
+ -

calculate density of cleavage/insertion events

call regions of accessibility
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nucleosome positioning during transcription methodology (MNase digestion)

nucleosome position

determinants of positioning stability
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MNase I  digests linker DNA, releasing multisomes

library construction and sequencing

mapping to genome reference (BWA or bowtie2)

identify cleavage location
+ -

calculate nucleosomal density

call positioned nucleosomes

Jiang et al NRG 2009

purify mononucleosome-bound DNA

methodology (transposon insertion)

Tn5 integrates into accessible chromatin,
and releases multisomes

library construction and sequencing

mapping to genome reference (BWA or bowtie2)

identify cleavage location
+ -

calculate density of tags / number of insertion events

call positioned nucleosomes

identify reads that span at least one nucleosome

read length
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nucleosome positioning during transcription

Jiang et al NRG 2009
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positioning stability
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methodology (MNase digestion)
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MNase I  digests linker DNA, releasing multisomes

library construction and sequencing

mapping to genome reference (BWA or bowtie2)

identify cleavage location
+ -

calculate nucleosomal density

call positioned nucleosomes

purify mononucleosome-bound DNA

methodology (transposon insertion)

Tn5 integrates into accessible chromatin,
and releases multisomes

library construction and sequencing

mapping to genome reference (BWA or bowtie2)

identify cleavage location
+ -

calculate density of tags / number of insertion events

call positioned nucleosomes

identify reads that span at least one nucleosome

read length

two common methodologies (MNase, ATAC-seq)
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catalogue of common base modifications (in mammals)

Mariani et al, Cancers 2013
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5mC repression of gene expression

daigenode.com

bisulfite conversion / protection

active transcription

promoter

5mC      5 methyl cytosine

C         unmodi�ed cytosine

repressed

promoter
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methodology

convert DNA with bisulfite

library construction and sequencing

calculate % of tags methylated per genomic position

fragmentation

mapping

Krueger et al Bioinformatics 2011

convert DNA with bisulfite

library construction and sequencing

fragmentation

methodology
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methodology

convert DNA with bisulfite

library construction and sequencing

calculate % of tags methylated per genomic position

fragmentation

mapping

Krueger et al Bioinformatics 2011

calculate % of tags methylated per genomic position

mapping

Krueger et al Bioinformatics 2011

methodology
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GEM (Guo et al, PLoS Comp. Bio 2012) 

algorithm
1. predict protein-DNA binding events with sparse prior
2. discover set of enriched kmers at binding event
3. cluster set of enriched k-mers into k-mer classes
4. generate positional prior for discovery in most enriched class
5. predict improved binding event probabilities with pos. prior
6. repeat (2) and (3) to generate improved motif enrichments

GEM (Guo et al, PLoS Comp. Bio 2012) 

algorithm

1. predict events with sparse prior

1. predict protein-DNA binding events with sparse prior
2. discover set of enriched kmers at binding event
3. cluster set of enriched k-mers into k-mer classes
4. generate positional prior for discovery in most enriched class
5. predict improved binding event probabilities with pos. prior
6. repeat (2) and (3) to generate improved motif enrichments

Guo et al, Bioinformatics 2010

2. discover set of enriched kmers

3. cluster kmer classes

4. generate positional prior for events in most enriched kmer class

5. predict binding event probabilities

6. Redo steps (2) and (3) to improve motif quality

set of predicted events from (1)
set of negative regions (+/-300bp)

positive region count

hypergeometric test

kmer1
kmer2
kmer...

400
25
17

34
42
25

negative region count

Barash et al WABI 2001

Guo et al, PLoS Comp Bio 2012

http://www.ploscompbiol.org/article/info%3Adoi%2F10.1371%2Fjournal.pcbi.1002638
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1. predict events with sparse prior
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3. cluster kmer classes
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4. generate positional prior for events in most enriched kmer class

5. predict binding event probabilities

http://www.ploscompbiol.org/article/info%3Adoi%2F10.1371%2Fjournal.pcbi.1002638
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